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Microscopic analysis of shot-noise suppression in nondegenerate diffusive conductors
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We present a theoretical investigation of shot-noise suppression due to long-range Coulomb interaction in
nondegenerate diffusive conductors. Calculations make use of an ensemble Monte Carlo simulator self-
consistently coupled with a one-dimensional~1D! Poisson solver. We analyze the noise in a lightly doped
active region surrounded by two contacts acting as thermal reservoirs. By taking the doping of the injecting
contacts and the applied voltage as variable parameters, the influence of elastic and inelastic scattering in the
active region is investigated. The transition from ballistic to diffusive transport regimes under different contact
injecting statistics is analyzed and discussed. Provided significant space-charge effects take place inside the
active region, long-range Coulomb interaction is found to play an essential role in suppressing the shot noise
at qU@kBT. In the elastic diffusive regime, momentum space dimensionality is found to modify the suppres-
sion factorg, which within numerical uncertainty takes values respectively of about 1/3, 1/2, and 0.7 in the 3D,
2D, and 1D cases. In the inelastic diffusive regime, shot noise is suppressed to the thermal value.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Shot noise is caused by the randomness in the flux
carriers crossing the active region of a given device, an
associated with the discreteness of the electric charge.1–3 At
low frequency~small compared to the inverse of the tran
time through the active region,f !1/tT , but sufficiently high
to avoid 1/f contributions! the power spectral density of sho
noise is given bySI(0)5g2qI, whereI is the dc current,q
the electron charge, andg the suppression factor. Uncorre
lated carriers exhibiting Poissonian statistics are known to
characterized by a full shot-noise power (g51). However,
correlations between carriers can reduce the noise, leadin
suppressed shot noise withg,1. Several interactions an
mechanisms can introduce correlations among carriers,
giving rise to different levels of suppression,4 which can pro-
vide valuable information concerning the carrier kinetics
side the devices not available from dc characteristics or l
frequency conductance.5

In ballistic systems, like vacuum tubes, shot noise
known since the seminal work of Schottky,6 and well under-
stood in terms of the Poissonian statistics of injected carri
Within this model, shot noise has been investigated also
several nonuniform devices like Schottky diodes, p-n ju
tions, tunnel diodes, etc.2 In contrast with these ballistic o
quasi-ballistic structures, in macroscopic devices, wh
scattering mechanisms with phonons, impurities and o
carriers determine the transport properties, shot noise is
usually detected and noise levels close to the thermal v
are typically measured~in the frequency range beyond 1f
and generation-recombination contributions!.

With the recent development of mesoscopic conduct
PRB 600163-1829/99/60~4!/2670~10!/$15.00
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shot noise is receiving renewed attention. In particular, be
a signature of correlations among particles, the phenome
of suppression has emerged as a subject of relevant inte
The suppression has been predicted theoretically as a co
quence of Pauli exclusion principle under strongly degen
ate conditions in very different situations. In the ballist
regime, shot noise is completely suppressed7,8 due to the
non-fluctuating occupation number of incoming states. In
point contact, a peak in the noise is predicted in between
conductance plateaus.8 In symmetric double-barrier junction
a 1/2 suppression factor has been theoretically explained
different authors.9–12 In the case of elastic diffusive conduc
tors, a 1/3 reduction of the noise has been calculated
noninteracting electrons,11,13,14 while in the case of strong
electron-electron scattering the value of the suppression
tor is )/4.15,16 Finally, when the devices become macr
scopic and inelastic processes are present, like scatte
with phonons, the noise is expected to reduce to the ther
value.17,18 Remarkably, many of these predictions have be
experimentally confirmed,19–30 thus opening new and inter
esting perspectives. Within this scenario, the understand
of the physical mechanisms originating shot noise and
suppression in mesoscopic conductors, and more genera
small-dimensional devices, is a field of growing interest.

Most of the theoretical works carried out so far consid
degenerate conductors, where the Pauli exclusion princ
plays a major role, and neglect long-range Coulomb inter
tion among carriers. The influence of this interaction
known to be relevant to the noise reduction since the time
vacuum tubes,31 and its possible role in the case of mes
scopic samples32 has been repeatedly claimed b
Landauer.33–36 However, only recently some works, alway
2670 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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PRB 60 2671MICROSCOPIC ANALYSIS OF SHOT-NOISE . . .
dealing with degenerate conductors, include explicitly lon
range Coulomb interaction37 and analyze its influence on th
high-frequency spectrum of shot noise.38–42 A systematic
analysis of shot-noise suppression innondegenerateconduc-
tors with the inclusion of Coulomb correlations is still lac
ing.

Coulomb interaction can affect noise in two main way
On the one hand, being responsible for total current con
vation, it leads to local voltage fluctuations which try to pr
serve charge neutrality and as such may influence the cu
noise.13,32On the other hand, being a repulsive force, it ten
to space electrons more regularly than a Poissonian statis
thus reducing the possible noise present in the current flu36

This regulation of the electron motion is particularly evide
in the case of ballistic transport, which was investigated
der nondegenerate conditions in previous works.43–45 How-
ever, to our opinion, the role of Coulomb interaction in su
pressing shot noise in the presence of scattering is still
well assessed. Here two issues are of main concern:~i! the
determination of the noise reduction under elastic diffus
conditions, and~ii ! the understanding of the progressive d
appearance of shot noise when passing from the mesosc
to the macroscopic scale of conduction under the influenc
inelastic processes.

The aim of this paper is to shed new light on the abo
issues by investigating microscopically shot noise and
suppression innondegenerate conductors in the presence
elastic and inelastic scattering and long-range Coulomb
teraction. Our approach differs from those typically used
analyze noise in mesoscopic systems. Calculations are b
on an ensemble Monte Carlo~MC! simulation self-
consistently coupled with a Poisson solver~PS!. Here the
scattering mechanisms and the fluctuations of the s
consistent potential are intrinsically accounted for. In ad
tion, the approach can analyze different voltage-bias co
tions, ranging from thermal equilibrium to high electric field
necessary for shot noise to manifest itself, without the di
culties that other methods meet.37 With this approach we
investigate shot-noise suppression under the following c
ditions:~i! crossover between ballistic and diffusive transp
regimes and different carrier injecting statistics,~ii ! diffusive
transport regime under elastic or inelastic scattering, and~iii !
3D, 2D, and 1D momentum space. A MC simulation of sh
noise suppression in a 1D mesoscopic conductor was
formed in Ref. 46. There, the effect of Pauli exclusion pr
ciple in the presence of elastic and inelastic scattering
completely degenerate sample was analyzed, but Coul
interaction was neglected.

Despite the fact that the physical system we analyze
nondegenerate, some of the results we get coincide
those obtained in degenerate systems by using other
proaches. In particular, it is specially surprising that we fi
the sameuniversal1/3 value for the shot-noise suppressi
factor under elastic diffusive regime.47 This 1/3 value has
been obtained by very different theoretical approaches, go
from quantum-phase-coherent13 to semiclassical-diffusive
degenerate models.11,14,46The universality of this factor ha
been demonstrated both in quantum48,49 and semiclassica
contexts.50,51 In all these cases degenerate conditions are
sumed, and the noise reduction comes from the regulatio
electron motion by the exclusion principle. However, it is n
-
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clear whether the different approaches are equivalent,
the reappearance of the 1/3 factor could be just a nume
coincidence, as critically asserted by Landauer.36 Here the
1/3 suppression factor appears in another unrelated con
where neither phase coherence nor Fermi statistics
present. In our case the origin of the effect is complet
classical, and the correlation between electrons comes
from their Coulomb repulsion.47 Moreover, we show that the
1/3 value only appears when a 3D momentum space is c
sidered. In the 2D or 1D cases different factors are obtain
though the physical mechanism of suppression remains
same. To this purpose, an analytical theory which expla
this dependence of the suppression factor on the dimen
of momentum space has been recently developed
Beenakker.52 Finally, we also illustrate the essential ro
played by Coulomb interaction for the suppression of s
noise by inelastic scattering, as already stressed
Büttiker.32

The outline of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II we d
cuss the physical model used for the structures under an
sis. Section III presents the results of shot-noise suppres
with reference to~i! the crossover between ballistic and d
fusive transport regimes,~ii ! the elastic and inelastic diffu
sive regime, and~iii ! the role of momentum-space dimen
sionality. In Sec. IV the main conclusions and future tren
are briefly surveyed.

II. PHYSICAL MODEL

For the present analysis we consider the simple struc
shown in Fig. 1. It consists of a lightly doped active regi
of a semiconductor sample sandwiched between two hea
doped contacts~of the same semiconductor! which act as
thermal reservoirs and inject carriers into the active regi
The sample is assumed to have a transversal size sufficie
thick to allow a 1D electrostatic treatment in thex direction
and to neglect the effects of boundaries iny andz directions.
The doping of the contactsnc is taken to be much highe
than that of the active regionND . The carrier density at the
contacts corresponds to their doping concentration; all im
rities are assumed to be ionized at the temperatureT
5300 K considered here. The contacts are assumed to
no voltage drop inside and to remain always at thermal eq
librium. Accordingly, when a voltageU is applied to the
structure, all the potential drop takes place inside the ac
region, between the positionsx50 andx5L. The transport
analysis is carried out by simulating the carrier dynam
only in the active region of the structure by using an e
semble MC technique self-consistently coupled with a PS53

The influence of the contacts is included by means of a

FIG. 1. Schematic drawing of the structure under investigatio
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2672 PRB 60T. GONZÁLEZ et al.
chastic injection rate taking place at positionsx50 and x
5L. The simulation is 1D in real space, the Poisson equa
being solved in the directionx of the applied voltage. Typi-
cally, a 3D momentum space is considered. However, to a
lyze the influence of dimensionality on the noise suppr
sion, a 2D and 1D momentum space is also considere
some specific cases.Static ~i.e., frozenelectric field profile!
anddynamicPS schemes are used to analyze the importa
of Coulomb correlations. The details of the MC modeli
can be found in Refs. 43 and 45.

For the calculations we have used the following set
parameters: carrier effective massm50.25m0 , dielectric
constant«511.7«0 («0 being the vacuum permittivity!, L
52000 Å,nc ranging between 1013cm23 and 1018cm23, and
ND51011cm23. The injection rate at the contacts,G, is pro-
portional tonc and determines the level of space charge
side the active region, which is characterized by the dim
sionless parameterl, defined as43,45

l5
L

LDc
, ~1!

whereLDc5A«kBT/q2nc is the Debye length correspondin
to the carrier concentration at the contacts. In present ca
lations l takes the minimum value of 0.15 (nc
51013cm23), for which the effects of Coulomb repulsio
between electrons are practically negligible, and the ma
mum values of 30.9 (nc5431017cm23) and 48.8 (nc
51018cm23), for which quite significant electrostati
screening takes place.

As already indicated, the structures we consider con
space charge in the active region, and thus total charge
trality is ensured by the external circuit, here represented
the contacts. In our model, due to the very high value ofnc
as compared toND , all the band bending is assumed to ta
place exclusively in the active region under any appl
bias.54 For the same reason, any possible influence of
applied voltage~especially for high values! on the contacts
and, consequently, on the injection rateG, is neglected. Ac-
cordingly, the boundary condition for carrier injection is d
scribed through a constantG, whose value is determined b
nc . With this ideal model for the contacts, the structure a
similarly to a vacuum tube~with G regulated bync)

55 with
the relevant differences that:~i! scattering mechanisms ca
take place, and~ii ! two injecting contacts, and therefore tw
opposing currents which flow in the presence of a mediu
are considered.

Scattering mechanisms are introduced in the simulatio
a simple way by making use of an energy independent re
ation time t. We consider separately elastic and inelas
~completely thermalizing! interactions, both taken to b
isotropic.47 While L remains constant, the value oft is ap-
propriately varied from 10 ps to 1 fs thus covering both t
ballistic and diffusive transport regimes. The transition b
tween these regimes is characterized by the ratio betwee
carrier mean free pathl and the sample lengthL. Typical
values of the time step and number of meshes in real sp
used for the PS are 2 fs and 100, respectively, except for
cases whent,5 fs for which the time step is taken of 0.2 f
As test of numerical reliability we have checked that by
ducing the time step or by increasing the number of mes
n
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the results remain the same. The average number of s
lated particles in the active region ranges between 50
2000 depending on contact doping, transport regime,
applied voltage. From the sequence of instantaneous va
of the currentI (t) obtained from the MC simulation43 we
firstly calculate the autocorrelation function of current flu
tuationsCI(t), and then, by Fourier transformation, the spe
tral densitySI( f ). The suppression factor is then evaluat
as g5SI(0)/2qI. To distinguish between the results o
tained from the static and dynamic PS, we denote the co
sponding current spectral densities asSI

s and SI
d , respec-

tively.
Unless otherwise indicated, calculations make use o

Poissonian-Maxwellian contact model for carrier injectio
described in detail in Ref. 45, which appears to be physic
plausible under nondegenerate conditions. However, to a
lyze the influence of the contact injecting statistics on
noise behavior, alternative models are also used. In part
lar, for the injected carriers we consider:~i! fixed velocity
instead of Maxwellian distribution and,~ii ! uniform-in-time
instead of Poissonian injection. In case~i! we consider the
same injection rateG as in the basic model, but all carrier
are injected with identicalx-velocity vx5ApkBT/2m, which
corresponds to the average velocity of the injected electr
when they follow a Maxwellian distribution. In case~ii ! car-
riers are injected into the active region equally spaced
time at intervals of 1/G.

III. RESULTS

The main results of the present work are organized
follows. Subsections A and B pertain to a 3D momentu
space while subsection C is devoted to 2D and 1D mom
tum spaces. Most of the reported results refer to high val
of the space-charge parameterl ~typically l530.9), which
implies the presence of significant effects related to lo
range Coulomb interaction in the active region of t
structures.56 The essential influence ofl on the suppression
factorg is analyzed at the end of subsection B. We recall t
elastic and inelastic scattering are considered separate
the simulations. In no case both types of scattering are ta
into account simultaneously.

A. Transition ballistic-diffusive regimes

The behavior of noise in the crossover from ballistic
diffusive transport regimes is analyzed under far-fro
equilibrium conditions (U@kBT/q), since these are neces
sary for the manifestation of shot noise. The dependenc
noise on the applied voltage for the perfect ballistic regi
was already reported in Ref. 45 and for the perfect diffus
regime it will be analyzed in the next subsection.

Figure 2 reports the variance of carrier-number fluctu
tions normalized to the average carrier number^DN2&/^N&
as a function ofl /L. The values taken by the variance a
found to be practically independent of the transport regim
The results of the elastic and inelastic cases are very sim
by contrast two different values are obtained depending
the scheme of the PS used in the calculations. When
static PS is considered, within numerical uncertainty57 it is
found that ^DN2&5^N& in all the range ofl /L reported.
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Therefore, in the absence of dynamic Coulomb correlatio
the carrier number follows a Poissonian statistics. In the p
fect ballistic regime this is a consequence of the inject
statistics at the contacts. In the diffusive regime this is due
the effect of the randomness introduced by scattering, in
pendently of its elastic or inelastic property. Because of
Poissonian statistics observed for the carrier-number fluc
tions, no shot-noise suppression is expected within the s
PS scheme. On the contrary, when the dynamic PS schem
used, we clearly observe a sub-Poissonian behavior
^DN2& being about a factor of 0.4 lower than̂N&; thus
shot-noise suppression is expected.

Figure 3 reportsSI(0) normalized to 2qIS , with I S5qG
the saturation current of the contact,45 under the same con
ditions of Fig. 2. Here the evolution of the current in terms
2qI is also shown. This evolution exhibits two limiting be
haviors, namely: saturation atl /L*1021, typical of a bal-
listic or quasi-ballistic regime; and linear decrease atl /L
&1022 asl /L˜0, typical of a diffusive regime. In both th

FIG. 2. Variance of carrier number inside the active region n
malized to the average carrier number vs the ballistic param
l /L for an applied voltage ofU540kBT/q. Calculations are per-
formed by using static and dynamic PS schemes, and conside
elastic and inelastic scattering mechanisms.

FIG. 3. Low-frequency spectral density of current fluctuatio
normalized to 2qIS vs the ballistic parameterl /L for an applied
voltage ofU540kBT/q. Calculations are performed by using sta
and dynamic PS schemes, and considering elastic and inelastic
tering mechanisms. The dependence of the current through 2qI is
also plotted for comparison.
s,
r-
g
to
e-
e
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th
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elastic and inelastic cases,SI(0) calculated with the static PS
coincides exactly with 2qI,58 thus leading to the conclusio
that even in the presence of intensive scattering proces
(no matter elastic or inelastic), the stream of uncorrelat
carriers exhibits full shot noise behavior like in the perfe
ballistic regime. On the contrary, with the dynamic PSSI(0)
is systematically lower than 2qI, thus evidencing a suppres
sion effect. Here, as expected, elastic and inelastic cu
recover the same value in the ballistic limit, the suppress
being caused by the fluctuations of the potential barrier n
the cathode~induced by the space charge! which controls the
current in this regime.43–45By approaching the perfect diffu
sive conditions, the suppression remains active, more
nounced in the inelastic case, and is related to the joint ac
of the Coulomb repulsion and the presence of scattering

We now consider only the dynamic PS scheme. Figur
reportsg as a function ofl /L for several values of the ap
plied voltage. In the perfect ballistic regime the two distin
values ofg so found refer to the presence or absence of
potential barrier due to space charge.45 For U540kBT/q the
barrier is still present and the suppression is important.
U580 and 100kBT/q the barrier has already disappeare
accordingly the current saturates and the suppression fa
takes on the full shot-noise value. When the diffusive regi
is achieved, in the elastic caseg attains a constant value a
further decreasing ofl /L, and takes the same value of abo
1/3 independently of the applied voltage. On the contrary
the inelastic case the higher the applied voltage the lower
value whichg is found to take. Remarkably, when the ba
listic regime is abandoned the value ofl /L at whichg starts
decreasing is the same in the elastic and inelastic cases
given applied voltage (l /L'0.3 and 0.1, for 80 and 100
kBT/q, respectively!. However, when the diffusive regime i
approached, forg to become constant a lower value ofl /L
must be reached in the inelastic case with respect to
elastic one. This behavior can be explained in terms of
different elastic and inelastic scattering intensity required
the electron system to achieve a significant energy equi
tition into the three directions of momentum space.

To better illustrate the above features, Fig. 5 shows
spatial profiles of the total average energy and its three c
tributions along thex, y andz directions of momentum spac

-
er

ng

at-

FIG. 4. Shot-noise suppression factor vs ballistic parameterl /L
for the cases of elastic and inelastic scattering at different app
voltages. Calculations are performed by using the dynamic
scheme.
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2674 PRB 60T. GONZÁLEZ et al.
for several values oft in the elastic and inelastic cases
U5100kBT/q. For the longestt, the total energy practically
coincides with the energy in thex direction independently o
elastic and inelastic cases, since the transport is nearly
listic. In the case of elastic scattering@Fig. 5~a!#, as t is
shortened the energy in thex direction decreases while tha
in the other two directions increases, in such a way that
total energy remains constant, as follows from elastic con
tions. By further shorteningt, the energy in the three direc
tions becomes finally the same and equipartition conditio
achieved. In the inelastic case@Fig. 5~b!#, equipartition of
energy is also reached, but only at the shortestt. The fact
that energy equipartition is more easily reached in the ela
than in the inelastic case is understood as follows. The
currence of an elastic scattering distributes to they and z
directions part of the energy that the carrier initially had
the x direction, so that the energy tends to equalize in
three momentum components. However, for the case o
inelastic scattering only the energy in thex direction
changes, since the energy in they and z directions always
corresponds to that of the thermal equilibrium distributi

( 1
2 kBT). This means that for a given applied voltage,

higher number of scattering events~i.e., a lower value of
l /L) is necessary to achieve energy equipartition in the
elastic case with respect to the elastic one. Thus, in Fig.~a!
it can be observed that forl /L55.3831023 and an applied
voltage of 100kBT/q, in the elastic case an important isotr
pic redistribution of energy has already been achieved

FIG. 5. Spatial profiles along the sample of the total aver
energy and its three contributions in thex, y, and z directions of
momentum space for several values of the scattering timet ~and of
the associatedl /L). The applied voltage isU5100kBT/q. ~a! re-
fers to elastic scattering and~b! to inelastic scattering.
al-

e
i-

is

ic
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e
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o

that g already takes the value 1/3~Fig. 4!. However, in the
inelastic case@Fig. 5~b!#, for the same value ofl /L the en-
ergy in thex direction is still significantly higher than that in
the other two directions of momentum space and, as a re
g has not still reached its constant value~which corresponds
to thermal noise, as shown later! and continues decreasing
These results confirm that thermal conditions, and there
thermal equilibrium noise, are not reached until the inelas
scattering time is so short that the energy gained by elect
in a mean free path is much lower than the thermal ene
as already indicated by Landauer.35

To analyze the role played by the modeling of the cont
injection on the suppression of noise, Fig. 6 reportsg as a
function of l /L calculated using four different models. The
combine Poissonian/uniform injecting statistics a
Maxwellian/fixed-velocity distribution of the injected carr
ers. The Poissonian-Maxwellian injection is the basic o
used in calculations. In the perfect ballistic regime, wh
carrier transport is deterministic,g crucially depends on the
injection model. Thus, in the case of the uniform fixe
velocity model, when the injection introduces no extra no
in the current flux,g is found to decrease linearly with th
increase ofl /L. The noise does not vanish completely sinc
unlessl /L˜`, there is always some probability of unde
going a scattering event. In this limit, when the noise
produced just by a few scattering events, it is clearly o
served that elastic interactions lead to more important cur
fluctuations than inelastic mechanisms. By approaching
perfect diffusive regime the suppression factor is found to
independent of the model used. We conclude thatthe noise
in the diffusive regime (and particularly the1/3 suppression
value obtained in the elastic diffusive case) is independen
the carrier injecting statistics, and it is only determined by
the joint action of scattering events and Coulomb corre
tions.

B. Diffusive regime

In this section we consider scattering times short eno
to ensure a diffusive transport regime (l /L&331023). In
this regime the noise behavior is closely related to
breadth of the velocity distribution,15,35 as shown for the

e

FIG. 6. Shot-noise suppression factor vs the ballistic param
l /L for an applied bias ofU540kBT/q calculated with different
contact models. Calculations refer to the dynamic PS scheme
sidering elastic and inelastic scattering.
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PRB 60 2675MICROSCOPIC ANALYSIS OF SHOT-NOISE . . .
x-velocity component in Fig. 7. In the case of elastic scat
ing, the distribution broadens at increasing applied volta
since there is no energy dissipation. In the inelastic case
energy is maximally dissipated by recovering the therm
value after each scattering event; thus a thermal equilibr
Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution is obtained independen
of the applied voltage. In both cases the distributions
very slightly displaced to positive velocities, as implied
the presence of a net current flowing through the struct
We remark that the distributions shown in Fig. 7 refer to
the carriers present inside the sample. In the elastic case
local distributions at given positions are found to exhibi
nearly isotropic but not a Maxwellian shape, however th
spatial integration over the whole sample length gives
Maxwellian profile reported in the figure.

Figure 8 showsSI(0) normalized to 2qIS as a function of
the applied voltage. Here, theI 2U characteristic is also
shown in terms of 2qI. In the wide range of voltages re
ported in the figure,59 the I 2U curve exhibits a super-linea
behavior which is related to the importance of space-cha
effects and the increase of the carrier number inside the
tive region with the applied voltage forqU*kBT. For the
highest applied voltages it is foundI}Ur , where the expo-
nent r is a function ofl. In particular,r 51.7 for l530.9
~the case shown in the figure! and r 51.8 for l548.8. In
what concernsSI(0), near thermal equilibrium condition
(qU,kBT), elastic and inelastic cases exhibit the sa
value which satisfies Nyquist relation. In the inelastic case
increasing voltagesSI(0) remains practically constant, in ac
cordance with the velocity distributions of Fig. 7~b!. The
slight increase shown at the highest voltages is strictly
lated to the increase of the carrier number. On the contr
in the elastic case at high voltages (qU/kBT*10), when the

FIG. 7. Velocity distribution function of carriers inside the a
tive region of the structure forl /L51.0731023 at several applied
voltages.~a! refers to elastic scattering and~b! to inelastic scatter-
ing.
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velocity distribution starts broadening significantly from i
thermal equilibrium shape@Fig. 7~a!#, SI(0) increases sys
tematically withU, its ratio to the current remaining consta
and providing a value of 1/3 for the suppression factorg.47

The MC results in the inelastic caseSI
inel(0) are closely

fitted by the expression

SI
inel~0!54KBTG0

^N&

^N&0
, ~2!

where

G05
q2^N&0t

mL2 ~3!

is the conductance and^N&0 the average number of electron
inside the sample, both in the limit of vanishing bias.60 We
conclude that inelastic scattering strongly suppresses
noise and makes the noise become macroscopic (g!1).47

We remark that present findings prove also that the condi
of inelastic scattering alone does not suffice to suppress
noise; the presence of the fluctuating self-consistent elec
field remaining a necessary condition. Indeed, as a coun
proof we refer to the calculations performed with the sta
PS scheme, where no suppression has been detected~see Fig.
3!. Therefore, as argued by Bu¨ttiker,32 it is the combination
of both Coulomb interaction and inelastic scattering whi
leads to the suppression of shot noise. In the elastic case, the
values ofSI

el(0) are nicely reproduced by the following ex
pression:

SI
el~0!5

8

3
KBTG0

^N&

^N&0
1

2

3
qI cothS qU

2kBTD , ~4!

which is quite similar to that obtained by Nagaev14 in a de-
generate context, and describes the crossover from ther
Nyquist noise forqU!kBT to 1/3-suppressed shot noise f
qU@kBT. In contrast with other approaches,11,13,14,46our re-
sults show thatneither phase-coherence50,51 nor degenerate
statistics are required for the occurrence of suppressed s

FIG. 8. Low-frequency spectral density of current fluctuatio
normalized to 2qIS vs applied voltage forl /L51.0731023. Cal-
culations refer to the dynamic PS scheme considering elastic
inelastic scattering. The current in terms of 2qI is also plotted for
comparison. The fittings of Eqs.~2! and ~4! are shown by dashed
and dash-dotted lines, respectively.
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noise in diffusive conductors, and purely classical physi
processes can lead to the same 1/3 factor.5

To illustrate the physical origin of the 1/3 value, Fig. 9~a!
reports a typical spectrum of the suppression factor un
elastic diffusive conditions for static and dynamic P
schemes. Here the current spectrum is decomposed into
locity, number, and cross-correlation contributions,SI( f )
5SV( f )1SN( f )1SVN( f ).43,53,61 In the static PS schem
the spectrum clearly shows that the three terms contribut
SI( f ), and two different time scales can be identified. T
longest one is associated with the transit time of carr
through the active regiontT'5 ps, and is evidenced in th
termsSN

s ( f ) andSVN
s ( f ). The shortest one is related to th

relaxation time of elastic scatteringt55 fs, and is mani-
fested in SV

s ( f ). Remarkably, the velocity contributio
yields 1/3 of the full shot-noise value, while the other tw
terms provide the remaining 2/3. Thus, in the static
scheme full shot noise is recovered as sum of all the th
contributions. On the contrary, in the dynamic PS sche
SN

d ( f ) andSVN
d ( f ) are found to compensate each other a

as a result,SI
d( f ) coincides withSV

d( f ) in all the frequency
range. Moreover,SN

d ( f ) takes values much smaller tha
SN

s ( f ). The characteristic time scale ofSN
d ( f ) and SVN

d ( f )
differs from that found within the static PS scheme, whi
was related to the transit timetT . Now in the dynamic case
it is the dielectric relaxation time corresponding to the carr
concentration at the contactstd50.46 ps which determine
the cutoff of the contributions belonging to number fluctu
tions. In the frequency range between the transit and c
sion frequency values it is interesting to notice that b
static and dynamic PS schemes yieldg51/3, thus relating
the suppression factor to velocity fluctuations only. Ho

FIG. 9. Spectrum of the shot-noise suppression factor un
diffusive regime (l /L52.6931023) calculated within static and
dynamic PS schemes for~a! elastic and~b! inelastic cases and a
applied voltage ofU5100kBT/q. Different contributions to the to-
tal spectrum are reported in the figure.
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ever, at low frequencies only the dynamic scheme takes
value by virtue of Coulomb correlations, which are respo
sible for the reduction ofSN

d ( f ) and the mutual compensa
tion of SN

d ( f ) andSVN
d ( f ) contributions. It is remarkable tha

SV
s ( f )5SV

d( f ) in all the frequency range, which implies tha
velocity fluctuations are not affected by long-range Coulo
interaction, but just by scattering mechanisms. Coulomb
pulsion affects only the contributions where carrier-numb
fluctuations are involved. Figure 9~b! reports the spectrum
for inelastic scattering. Here, the same features of the ela
case are observed, with the important difference thatSV

d( f )
is much lower than when there is no energy dissipation.

So far we have analyzed structures where Coulomb re
sion plays an important role~i.e. l@1). To check to which
extent this interaction is determinant for noise suppress
Fig. 10 reportsg and the three contributions into which it ha
been decomposed as a function ofl. Here, we present both
the elastic and inelastic cases calculated under far-fr
equilibrium conditions within the dynamic PS scheme. T
variance of the number of carriers inside the sample is a
reported to analyze the evolution of carrier statistics a
function ofl. For the lowest values ofl, when space-charge
effects and in turn Coulomb interaction are negligible, f
shot noise is observed. Asl increases,g starts decreasing
from unity until reaching a constant value forl*30. It is
remarkable that the contribution of velocity fluctuations tog
does not vary significantly withl, being much smaller in the
inelastic case with respect to the elastic one because o
quasi-thermal conditions imposed by energy dissipation.

er

FIG. 10. Shot-noise suppression factor and variance of the
rier number inside the active region as a function of the charac
istic parameter of space chargel under diffusive regime (l /L
52.6931023) calculated within dynamic PS scheme for~a! elastic
and~b! inelastic scattering. Velocity, number, and velocity-numb
contributions to the suppression factor are also shown in the fig
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the contrary, the contributions associated with number
velocity-number fluctuations are strongly affected by the
crease ofl. Indeed, their absolute value decreases system
cally and, being opposite in sign, they compensate each o
at the highest values ofl, so thatSI5SV . We also notice
that the transition from full shot noise to suppressed s
noise regimes is sharper in the inelastic case. The varianc
the carrier number inside the sample resembles the beha
of g, indicating that the increase ofl leads to more pro-
nounced sub-Poissonian statistics until reaching the fina
gime forl@1. Therefore, we point out that within our mod
the 1/3 value exhibits severaluniversalproperties, namely, it
is independent of~i! the scattering strength~oncel !L); ~ii !
the applied voltage~once qU@kBT), ~ii ! the screening
length ~oncel@1), and~iv! the carrier injecting statistics.

C. Dependence on momentum space dimensionality

The results reported so far refer to a 3D momentum sp
In contrast to degenerate diffusive systems where, provi
quasi-one-dimensional conditions in real space are attai
noise suppression is independent of the numberd of momen-
tum space dimensions, an interesting feature of nondege
ate diffusive systems is that noise suppression can depen
d. For the inelastic case considered here no dependenced
has been found, since there is no influence of the velo
components transversal to the electric field direction
transport and noise properties of the structures. On the
trary, in the elastic case the suppression factor is found
depend significantly ond,47 since the transversal velocit
components constitute a channel for energy redistribu
which affects the transport properties of the structure. The
fore, below we focus our analysis on the elastic case.
cordingly, whend52 in the simulation the carrier velocity i
randomized in two components after each scattering ev
and whend51 the isotropic character of scattering is a
complished by inverting the carrier velocity with an avera
~back-scattering! probability Pb50.5.

Figure 11~a! reportsg as a function ofl /L for the 1D,
2D, and 3D cases at high voltages (U540kBT/q) calculated
within the dynamic PS scheme. We notice that, when ca
lated within the static PS scheme, the results in 1D and
cases do not exhibit any shot-noise suppression, like in
3D case. For the highest values ofl /L, in all three casesg
approaches the asymptotic value corresponding to the ba
tic limit ( g50.045),43 where the behavior is independent
d. At a given value ofl /L, a higher deviation from the
asymptotic ballistic value is observed for lowerd. This is
due to the fact that, in average, elastic interactions introd
higher fluctuations of the carrierx-velocity the lower is the
number of available momentum states after the scatte
mechanism~in particular, just 2 in the 1D case!. For this
same reason, the increasing presence of scattering asl /L is
reduced leads to higher values of the suppression facto
lower is the dimensionality. Remarkably, within numeric
uncertainty the limit value reached byg in the perfect diffu-
sive regime is found to be, respectively, of 1/3, 1/2, and
for 3D, 2D, and 1D.62 Figure 11~b!, by reportingg in the
diffusive regime as a function of the applied voltage, p
vides evidence that these limit values are independent of
bias onceqU@kBT. The origin of the suppression is th
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same in all three cases: the joint action of Coulomb corre
tions and elastic scattering, which leads to the resultSI(0)
5SV(0) @as shown in Fig. 9~a! in the 3D case#, where
SV(0)/2qI under perfect diffusive regime is a function of th
dimensionality of momentum space.

In a recent work, Beenakker52 has developed an analytica
theory able to explain the dependence ofg on d in nonde-
generate diffusive conductors and has provided a close
pression forg as a function ofd. In particular, the theory
predicts forg the values of 0.34 and 0.51 for, respective
the 3D and 2D cases, in agreement with present findin
From that analysis, Beenakker concluded that the proxim
of g to 1/d is accidental. Indeed, in the 1D case we obtain
value of 0.7, far from the full shot-noise value. In this 1
case his estimations forg provide a value of 0.92, the dis
crepancy with respect to our result presumably due to
omission of the diffusion term in his calculations, which
especially important for low values ofd.63

For reason of completeness, we have finally analyzed
possible influence of an anisotropic elastic scattering
transport and noise in the 1D case. Figure 12 reportsg and
the current as a function ofl /L for three different values of
Pb : 0.5 ~isotropic case!, 0.25 and 0.10~less pronounced
back-scattering!. The noise results differ only in the quas
ballistic regime, where the current remains nearly const
Once the diffusive regime is achieved, the current decrea
linearly with l /L and g takes the same value of about 0
independently of the degree of scattering anisotropy. As

FIG. 11. Shot-noise suppression factor for the cases of 1, 2,
3 dimensions of momentum space calculated within the dynamic
scheme for elastic scattering as a function of~a! ballistic parameter
l /L with an applied voltage ofU540kBT/q and~b! applied biasU
under diffusive regime (l /L51.0731023).
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pected, we have found that the smaller the value ofPb the
wider the quasiballistic range, and for a given value ofl /L
in this range the stronger the suppression, as correspon
closer ballistic conditions.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have provided a microscopic analysis of shot-no
suppression in nondegenerate diffusive conductors. To
purpose, the carrier dynamics in the active region of a se
conductor structure under the influence of elastic or inela
scattering has been simulated by using an ensemble
technique self-consistently coupled with a PS. The esse
role played by long-range Coulomb interaction on the sh
noise suppression factorg has been demonstrated, since
suppression is found in the absence of the self-consis
potential fluctuations.

We have analyzed shot-noise suppression in the regio
crossover from ballistic to diffusive transport regimes. In t
diffusive regime a value ofg independent of sample length
not achieved until a significant energy redistribution amo
momentum directions takes place. For high voltag
qU/kBT@1 and long samplesl /L!1, in the elastic case

FIG. 12. Shot-noise suppression factor and normalized cur
vs the ballistic parameterl /L calculated within the dynamic PS
scheme for elastic scattering in the case of a 1D momentum sp
Different curves refer to the reported values of the probability
scattering in the backward directionPb . The applied voltage isU
540kBT/q.
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shot noise is found to be suppressed to a 1/3 value, whil
the inelastic case we have found a stronger suppression
higher the applied voltage. Noticeably, in the perfect diff
sive regimeg is found to be independent of carrier injectin
statistics, which implies that in this regime the noise is jus
property of the sample.

Our results show that neither phase coherence nor Fe
statistics are necessary for the appearance of the 1/3 sup
sion factor in an elastic diffusive conductor. In our mod
the appearance of this factor requires the simultaneous
fillment of the three following conditions:l /L!1,l@1, and
qU/kBT@1. The first implies perfect diffusive regime, th
second strong space-charge effects, and the third very
from-equilibrium conditions. Inelastic scattering is found
further contribute in suppressing shot noise, by reducing i
values close to thermal Nyquist noise under strong diss
tive conditions. However, for this suppression to take plac
is necessary to have the presence of long-range Coul
interaction.

The action of Coulomb repulsion in suppressing sh
noise takes place through the reduction of the contributi
associated with carrier-number fluctuations to the total no
spectral density. In particular, the compensation betw
number and velocity-number terms implies that the to
noise is finally determined just by the contribution of velo
ity fluctuations.

In the elastic case,g depends on the momentum spa
dimensionality, the suppression being less pronounced
lower the dimension of momentum space. This fact spo
the possibleuniversalityof the 1/3 reduction found in the 3D
nondegenerate case.5 Moreover, for a given dimensionality
the consideration of an energy-dependent scattering rate
also lead to different suppression factors.52,63,64

We believe that the present investigation can provid
stimulus for an experimental verification of some of the
ported results. As a valuable improvement we aim at incl
ing degenerate statistics in a further step.
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